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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Optimization solutions for Glass:

PLUS 2D Glass - An optimizer that consistently delivers high yield layouts and is ideal for cutting glass, whether manually or using a CNC cutting
table. The software not only accepts multiple sheet sizes, but also selects the best sheet for the job, generating optimum cutting patterns that not only
save material, but are much simpler to cut further reducing time and cutting costs. Has links to many CNC cutting table and can import data from
Excel, CAD (DXF) and text files.

PLUS Label Maker - Bar Coded Label generation software linked to PLUS 2D to print labels of your cutting list. Design your own Label, it will print to
nearly all PC compatible printers and Bar Code Printers on any type of paper.

PLUS Replicam - Digitizing software that helps you generate accurate drawings of complicated shapes, quickly from digital images. It is an essential
tool to generate accurate CAD drawings for CNC cutting from digital images. It can take you from the Templates to Cutting table in Minutes. It
integrates in your workflow, as you can use the DXF output for further processing and gain a competitive edge

PLUS 1D - Bar Nesting (multing) optimization software, which helps reduce the waste in cutting any 1D (lineal) material like pipe, bar, angles, sections,
flange, rod, tube, channel, frame, profiles, extrusions etc. WIth a simple user interface, it generates optimum cutting plans with detailed reports at the
click of a button. It has optional modules for Miter parts (parts with angled cuts), Large parts with Joints and Bar Code Label generation and printing.

PLUS Glass Quote - Quote Generation software for retailers and small processors. Single click material estimation and Quote generation. Provides
for Fittings, Lineal, Time based resources and Processes. This covers all functionality from preparing a quote to preparation of invoice and can be
used to track receivables at the sales person level.
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